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The Goal
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Meta-Feedback 

Time for some self-evaluation...

Surveys and evaluations targeted at the general

population are what the BLS uses to get its fundamental

data, followed by written web material to present the

data. Some survey questions and written material were

getting confusing for users, and the BLS needed to know

exactly where the problem was in their work. 

The BLS requested TryMyUI to get feedback on their

mode of collecting feedback - something we like to call

META-FEEDBACK. 



Transition
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Create a test with a series of tasks for users to do 

Ask questions that get a written response

Choose a specific tester demographic

Decide the number of tests needed

Use trained TryMyUI testers

Checkout!

Look and listen at testers' live feed of screen and narrated walkthrough

Understand what users gravitate towards and have trouble with

Common problem? Time to troubleshoot! 
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The Steps to Success
What the BLS needed to move forward...



Process
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The Inner Workings

The problem the BLS had was that they could not use surveys

to test the efficacy of surveys, so they required a new
solution which TryMyUI was happy to provide to get the BLS

the feedback they needed. 

 TryMyUI used its demographic curation ability to get

testers that were not only in the demographic desired, but

trained on how to respond while testing in order to get

maximum feedback and benefit. TryMyUI accesses the

testers’ microphone as well as screen, so the BLS receives a

video of the monitor as the tester performs tasks pre-set by

the BLS, in addition to their narration and opinions

alongside. 

TryMyUI continues to test for the BLS to date. Once tests are

done the results are sent to the BLS in as short as two hours.
This is raw, high quality data that enables the BLS to

understand and analyze what the user experience is and take

action based on this. TryMyUI coins the real-time experience

of people who are interacting with the surveys as “meta-
feedback”, as it can be used to measure the efficacy of

feedback systems (in this case, surveys) as well.



Results
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" “TryMyUI has proven especially helpful in testing and revising survey questions
because we are able to select testers with a wide range of characteristics to meet our
research objectives.  In addition, TryMyUI testers are typically excellent at talking
aloud, which reveals their understanding of a question, and also which parts of a
question might lead to confusion.  The videos are invaluable for conducting in-dept
analyses and for sharing results.  In addition, we have also used TryMyUI for other
types of evaluation, such as determining the effectiveness of survey brochures or
other types of written materials.
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Unsurpassed Software and Service
What they had to say...

William Mocovak

Bureau of Labor

Statistics



about us
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TryMyUI is a usability testing platform to gain access to the insights you

need to improve your online user experience. Our pre-qualified testers

provide narrative walkthrough videos to point out in your user interface

where things look great and where there is room for improvement.
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BLS 
Principle agency that finds labor + economic statistics.

.

@BLS_gov

www.bls.gov

TryMyUI
Get the users view.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics is a division of the U.S. Department of Labor

and U.S. Federal Statistical System. It uses surveys to collect data on labor

and socioeconomic conditions in the United States and disseminates the

data via the web to the public, U.S. government and labor representatives.

www.trymyui.com

@trymyui


